Datasheet

Managed Endpoint for
Windows 365
Expert care for your Windows 365 Cloud PC solution

Benefits
͓ Improve bandwidth for
IT resources.

͓ Leverage modern cloud PC
benefits and flexibility.

͓ Establish and grow path to
modernization.

Business challenge
Leveraging the power and convenience of Windows 365 Cloud PC is an attractive option,
but fitting it into the overall endpoint management solution requires planning and maintenance.
Managing various endpoints whether physical or virtual is an arduous task that can decimate
time and productivity for IT teams.

͓ Lower costs while improving
employee satisfaction.

Our partner

Our solution
Insight can help you plan, implement and maintain Windows 365™ for your organization.
As a perpetual virtual desktop, Windows 365 can fit nicely into your larger family of endpoints
and be managed by our experts each day.
Our Managed Endpoint for Windows 365 solution will provide:
Expert planning, configuration
and deployment of Windows 365

Related services
Changes to user profiles,
groups and policies

͓ Managed Endpoint for
Modern Devices

͓ Managed 365
Windows® image updates and
management

Integration with Intune® and
device reporting

͓ Managed Security for Compliance
͓ Managed VDI
͓ Enterprise Support

Advanced reporting of virtual machine
performance and resource utilization

Service stages

Managed
Endpoint (Base)

+ Windows 365

Onboarding (One-time)

Management (Recurring)

Kickoff

Security and compliance
management

Assessment/Design

Intune monitoring/troubleshooting

Instance configuration

Annual technology roadmap

Assessment/Design

Profile/Policy moves, adds, changes

Intune/Profile configuration

Windows image
updates/management

Image upload, deployment/testing

Advanced reporting

Insight’s strong supply chain optimization and workplace solutions combined with our data center
transformation expertise and modernized applications keep business running, foster ﬂexible work
environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.

Driving innovation with
digital transformation
At Insight, we help clients enable
innovation with an approach
that spans people, processes and
technologies. We believe the best
path to digital transformation
is integrative, responsive and
proactively aligned to industry
demands. Our client-focused
approach delivers best-fit
solutions across a scope of
services, including the modern
workplace, modern applications,
modern infrastructures, the
intelligent edge, cybersecurity,
and data and AI.

Learn more at:
Microsoft partner for
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competencies

8,000+
managed Enterprise
Agreements (EAs)

Global footprint, supporting clients in

19 countries

20,000+
agreements overall

Gartner 2020 Magic Quadrant for
Managed Workplace Services
for the fourth consecutive year

Getting started is easy.
Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us to connect with our team.
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